CHORD DIAGRAMS FOR MAJOR-THIRDS TUNING:

\[ Ab-C-E-Ab-C-E \]

KIEFER WOLFOWITZ

ABSTRACT. Major-thirds tuning appeals to several types of guitarists: Beginners, intermediate guitarists studying the theory of music, composers, music educators, and jazz guitarists.

This document presents the fretboard of a popular major-thirds tuning \[ Ab-C-E-Ab-C-E \]. Diagrams present major-third tuning’s fundamental chords (major triads, minor triads, and dominant seventh chords). Diagrams present major-third tuning’s fundamental chords (major triads, minor triads, and dominant seventh chords). Diagonal, vertical, and horizontal shifting of chords is illustrated. A \[ C-F-G7 (I-IV-V7) \] chord progression is shown. At the end, the tetric construction of sevenths chords by harmonizing the major scale in thirds is described; in M3 tuning the fingerings of seventh chords are consistent with their component triads, unlike in standard tuning (in which the beginner memorizes an ad-hoc collection of major/minor chords, each having different forms, which have little relation to their extensions as seventh chords). An appendix exhibits difficulties with standard tuning: Diagonally shifting chords requires (at least) three forms, and dominant seventh chords cannot be played in closed position.
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1. Introduction

This document contains diagrams for the fretboard and for selected chords for major-thirds (M3) tuning on a six-string guitar. The diagrams display the open-string notes $A\flat - C - E - A\flat - C - E$ of the most popular major-thirds tuning.

Major-thirds tuning appeals to several types of guitarists:

**Beginning players:** who want to make rapid progress in learning the fretboard and chords with less risk of injury.

Mastery of the fundamentals of M3 tuning also entails basic knowledge of music theory. As a musician, a guitarist must be able to harmonize melodies, transpose music to different keys, and to discuss harmony with singers and keyboard players: These skills come naturally to students playing in M3 tuning.

In comparison, standard tuning’s ad-hoc fingerings and inconsistent terminology hamper progress and musicianship.

**Intermediate players:** who appreciate M3 tuning’s elegance and consistency: Closed positions, inversions, and drop voicings are natural in M3 tuning. Consequently sight-reading and improvisation are easier in M3 tuning.
2. Fretboard

Each M3 tuning packs the chromatic scale’s 12 notes into 4 consecutive frets on 3–4 strings:

Chromatic scale on C  Major scale on C

The chromatic scale contains the C-major scale.

Major-thirds tuning partitions the fretboard into four-fret segments; this segmentation allows a guitarist to fret each note with exactly one finger (in different hand positions), which simplifies sight-reading and improvisation [10, pp. 36–37].

Like the displayed C-major scale, other scales can be partitioned into four-fret segments. Four frets require less horizontal finger-stretching than the five frets of standard tuning (or the seven frets of new standard tuning); M3 tuning’s four-fret segmentation is an advantage for beginners (especially adults) or for guitarists recovering from injuries associated with standard tuning. Beginners have been advised to begin learning guitar on interior frets by Jamie Andreas [1].¹

¹Learning the fretboard first with frets 5–8 or 9–12 before frets 0–4 promotes relaxation, reducing stretching and reducing tension in the fingers, arm, shoulder, and back.
3. Shifting notes and chords

The $C$-major triad ($C$, $E$, $G$) contains three intervals:
- The $(C,E)$-interval is a major third (four semitones),
- the $(E,G)$-interval is a minor third (three semitones);
- the composite $(C,G)$-interval is a perfect fifth (seven semitones).

$C$ major ($C,E,G$)

3.1. **Horizontal shift of 12 frets.** For every guitar tuning, chords can be moved horizontally (on the same strings) twelve frets because the notes repeat themselves (on a higher octave).
3.2. **Vertical shifts of three strings.**

3.2.1. *Raising notes an octave.* Because major-thirds tuning repeats its three strings (in a higher octave), its notes can be shifted *vertically* by three strings on the same frets.

![Chord Diagram](image)

*Raised an octave*

Like the displayed *C* notes, two notes that differ by an octave belong to the same *pitch class*. *Doubling* a note in different octaves reinforces the lower note. Just as notes can be shifted by three strings on the same frets, so can chords be shifted.

![Chord Diagram](image)

*Raised an octave*

3.2.2. *Inverting intervals and chords.* Musical intervals are inverted by raising the lowest note by an octave. For example the inverse interval for the major third (*C*,*E*) is the minor sixth (*E*,*C*). In M3 tuning, intervals are inverted by raising the lowest note by three strings on the same fret:

![Chord Diagram](image)

*Major-third interval*  
*Minor-sixth interval*
Chords are inverted by inverting their intervals—shifting by three strings in M3 tuning. Inverting the \((C,E)\) interval in the \(C\)-major chord while maintaining the \((E,G)\) interval yields the first inversion of the \(C\)-major triad, \((E,G,C)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{C major} & \text{First inversion} & \text{Second inversion} \\
&A^\flat & C & E & A^\flat & C & E & A^\flat & C & E & A^\flat & C & E
\end{align*}
\]

3.3. **Diagonal shifts:** M3 tuning’s regularity. In major-thirds tuning, for each fret, the notes of consecutive strings differ by exactly a major third. Consequently, the shape of a chord may be moved *diagonally*, by four horizontal-shifts and one vertical-shift.

\[
\begin{align*}
&A^\flat & C & E & A^\flat & C & E
\end{align*}
\]

Diagonal shift of \(C\) major
4. Basic chords: A dictionary

For each of the natural notes A–G, we display three commonly used chords—namely, the minor, major, and dominant seventh chords.

\[ \text{A minor} \quad \text{A major} \quad \text{A 7} \]

\[ \text{B minor} \quad \text{B major} \quad \text{B 7} \]

\[ \text{C minor} \quad \text{C major} \quad \text{C 7} \]
A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

D minor

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

D major

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

D 7

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

E minor

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

E major

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

E 7

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

F minor

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

F major

A\(^\flat\) C E A\(^\flat\) C E

F 7
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A♭ C E A♭ C E

G minor

A♭ C E A♭ C E

G major

A♭ C E A♭ C E

G 7

G 7
5. CHORD PROGRESSIONS

5.1. I–IV–V. The I–IV–V chord progression shifts the tonic chord (I) by one perfect-fourth (six semitones) to produce the subdominant chord (IV), which is shifted by one major-second (two semitones) to produce the dominant chord (V). This pattern of shifts appears in the C–F–G progression of major triads in major-thirds tuning:

```
C major (I)  F major (IV)  G major (V)
```

6. SEVENTHS CHORDS: TERTIAN HARMONIZATION OF C-MAJOR SCALE

Beginning guitarists may skip this section, which covers an intermediate topic in guitar playing. Sevenths chords are important in all modern music, especially in jazz. Wikipedia’s article on “Guitar chords” explains the construction of sevenths chords by “stacking thirds” on the major scale. This construction is performed with the major scale on C. The sevenths chords shown belong to the keys of C major and A minor.

Fretboard diagrams display notes, without prescribing fingerings. A beginning guitarist should practice fingerings for intervals and then triads that truncate good fingerings for the seventh chords; with this strategy, the guitarist shall build a solid foundation and avoid wasting time with bad habits that must be unlearned. For example, in the above C–F–G progression, the major triads truncate the seventh chords shown here:

```
C major7 (I7)  F major7 (IV7)  G7 (V7)
```
The next page displays the harmonization of the C-major scale in sevenths chords.

The first measure contains the A-minor seventh and related chords:

1. The A-minor triad appears (for beginners to master),
2. a six-string A-minor seventh doubling the bass and minor-third notes (which beginners should avoid), and
3. an A-minor seventh omitting the fifth (which is appropriate for beginners).

The first measure's A-minor seventh can be played easily using a seven-string guitar:

Some remarks:
- The eighth measure contains two A-minor seventh chords (on frets 3–5 and 7–9), each of which should be learned.
- The harmonization of the major scale introduces the diminished triad and half-diminished seventh chords (built on B), which are less commonly used than the other chords.

---

2 A seven-string guitar gives major-thirds tuning the E–E range of standard tuning.
Sevenths chords in C-major and A-minor keys

Tertian harmonization of C-major and A-minor scales

Stacking thirds: A-Aeolian and C-Ionian modes

Major-thirds guitar-tuning Ab-C-E-Ab-C-E/G#-C-E-G#-C-E Kiefer Wolfowitz
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Appendix A. Standard tuning: An irregular tuning

Standard tuning is mostly tuned in perfect fourths, which means that there are five semitones between the notes of 4 of its 5 successive string-pairs.

However, the B-string is above the G-string by only a major third (four semitones), an irregularity that complicates guitar playing.

A.1. Chords cannot keep the same note-pattern. First, chords must be adapted to standard tuning’s irregularity. Depending on the string position, there are three or more different shapes for the same chord.

Diagonal shift of C-major
A.2. **Sevenths are very difficult to play.** A dominant seventh is a four-note chord combining a major triad and a minor seventh. For example, the C7 dominant-seventh chord adds B♭ to the C-major chord (C,E,G).\(^3\)

In standard tuning, the dominant-seventh chord (C,E,G,B♭) spans six frets from fret 3 to fret 8 [13]; such seventh chords “contain some pretty serious stretches in the left hand”.\(^4\) An illustration shows a naive C7 chord, which would be extremely difficult to play [13], besides the variant C7 chord that is conventional in standard tuning [13]. The standard-tuning implementation of a C7 chord is a *second-inversion C7 drop 2* chord: The second-highest note in a second inversion of the C7 chord is lowered by an octave ([13, pp. 92–93] and [4, pp. 30–33]).

\[^3\] [7, Chapter 6: Harmonizing the major scale, Diatonic seventh chords, pp. 37-38]

\[^4\] [7, Chapter 6: Harmonizing the major scale: Diatonic seventh chords, p. 37]
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